In most eukaryotes, crossovers are not independently distributed along the length of a chromosome. Instead, they appear to avoid close proximity to one another-a phenomenon known as crossover interference. Previously, for three of the five Arabidopsis chromosomes, we measured the strength of interference and suggested a model wherein some crossovers experience interference while others do not. Here we show, using the same model, that the fraction of interference-insensitive crossovers is significantly smaller on the remaining two chromosomes. Since these two chromosomes bear the Arabidopsis NOR domains, the possibility that these chromosomal regions influence interference is discussed. C ROSSOVER interference, first observed by Sturtespecies. To examine the influence of both chromosome length and structure on interference, we expanded our vant (1915), governs the genome-wide distribuprevious analysis of Arabidopsis tetrads. Our results intion of recombination events during meiosis. It can be dicate that the observed distribution of intercrossover characterized as a quasi-uniform, rather than exponenlengths on chromosomes 2 and 4 is also consistent with a tial, distribution of intercrossover map distances. To mixture of both interference-sensitive and interferencebetter understand these processes, we are exploring the insensitive crossovers. However, the fraction of interregulation of recombination events in Arabidopsis thaliference-insensitive crossovers on the short, NOR-bearana by taking advantage of the quartet mutation, which ing chromosomes appears to be about sevenfold smaller enables the use of tetrad analysis (Preuss et al. 1994) .
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than that on the long chromosomes. Previously we reported that crossovers on chromosomes 1, 3, and 5 of Arabidopsis display intercrossover length distributions consistent with a mixture of both interfer- MATERIALS AND METHODS ence-sensitive and interference-insensitive recombination events (Copenhaver et al. 2002) . The observed data Plant material: A. thaliana qrt1-1 in the Landsberg background best fit a model in which 20% of the crossovers in Arabi-(CS8050) was crossed to qrt1-2 in the Columbia background (CS8846) to create F 1 plants. Individual pollen tetrads from dopsis are insensitive to interference. That analysis was F 1 plants were manually crossed onto Landsberg male-sterile1 not powerful enough to draw conclusions for chromoplants (CS75). Crosses that generated three or four meiotically somes 2 and 4. Chromosomes 2 and 4 are short acrorelated seeds were selected for analysis. Seeds were sown on centric chromosomes that harbor large arrays of riboPro-mix (Professional Horticulture) and stratified for 3-4 days somal RNA (rRNA) genes on the distal end of their short at 4Њ. Plants were germinated and grown under long-day conditions (18 hr light). All parental strains are available from arms (Copenhaver et al. 1995 Crossover distribution and frequency parameters for  mi310, T10J7-t7, THY1B, PLS2, PLS4, PLS8, nga1126, nga361,  Arabidopsis NOR-bearing chromosomes  m323, nga168, BIO2, ML, GBF3, and SGCSNP1098 and for  chromosome 4, Tel4N, JV30/31, CIW5, GA1, T5L23 sis and chromosome 4 experiencing 1.5. Importantly,
The tetrad data were analyzed using the methods described these bivalents experienced multiple crossovers in sufin the Appendix of Housworth and Stahl (2003) . The details of the analysis differ from those given in Copenhaver ficient meioses to enable an examination of interference jority of crossovers occurred on the longer arm of these
The methods of Housworth and Stahl (2003) are approshort, acrocentric chromosomes. In only one case, on priate here because the chromosomes in this article are so chromosome 2, did we observe a meiosis that apparently well marked that the position of a crossover on a chromosome lacked a crossover. This could be due to the occurrence is known within an error never exceeding 4 cM. The methods of Housworth and Stahl (2003) are also computationally of two closely spaced 2-chromatid crossovers not sepafaster and facilitate simulations required for assessing signifirated by an intervening marker. However, the observed cance and providing confidence intervals for the data studied ratio of 2:3:4-chromatid double crossovers argues that in this article.
our marker density is sufficient to detect nearly all double crossovers. Alternatively, the single meiosis apparently lacking a crossover on chromosome 2 could be ex-
RESULTS
plained by an undetected crossover on one or the other Fundamental recombination parameters: We examextreme terminus of the chromosomes. Such events ined the frequency and distribution of crossover events have been observed in Arabidopsis using cytological in 143 Arabidopsis tetrads by scoring 17 molecular markanalysis (Sanchez-Moran et al. 2001 . It is also ers on chromosome 2 and 21 markers on chromosome possible that this bivalent did not experience a cross-4. These markers span 98 and 97% of chromosomes 2 over: the model we used to simulate expected distribuand 4, respectively. This coverage represents a 19% imtions of intercrossover distances in Arabidopsis predicts provement for chromosome 2 and 9% improvement for ‫%1ف‬ nonexchange bivalents for chromosome 2. chromosome 4 over tetrad analysis data reported for Interference-sensitive and insensitive crossovers ocArabidopsis previously (Copenhaver et al. 1998) . Adjacur on the NOR-bearing chromosomes in Arabidopsis: cent markers on both chromosomes are separated by Our previous analyses suggest that the distribution of Ͻ10 cM. Pollination with single-pollen tetrads someintercrossover distances on Arabidopsis chromosomes times results in fewer than four progeny plants. Both 1, 3, and 5 is consistent with the presence of a fraction four-and three-member tetrads are useful for tetrad of crossovers that are insensitive to interference. The analysis since for most purposes the fourth member can paucity of crossover events on chromosomes 2 and 4 be inferred from the genotype of the remaining three prevented our drawing any statistically relevant conmembers. In this study, 32 of the 143 tetrads examined clusion for these short, acrocentric NOR-bearing chrocontained only three members. In addition, due to limmosomes. To remedy this, we scored a denser set of ited DNA stocks, in 7 cases for chromosome 2 and 14 molecular markers that covers a greater proportion of cases for chromosome 4 scores were not recorded for chromosomes 2 and 4 in approximately 3 times as many at least one marker in one member of an otherwise tetrads. Using a likelihood-ratio test, we examined this four-member tetrad.
expanded data set and asked whether a model wherein each crossover is subject to interference ( p ϭ 0) was A summary of the observed crossover events for each chromosome is presented in Table 1 . The average nummore or less likely than a model wherein some fraction of crossovers is resistant to interference ( p Ͼ 0). The ber of crossovers per chromosome tetrad (bivalent) was results of this analysis are presented in Table 2 . Like hood-ratio testing we have presented provides a powerful method of comparing models and gives strong evidence the results previously shown for chromosomes 1, 3, and 5, the data fit the two-pathway model substantially better that the addition of interference-insensitive crossovers improves the original counting model, goodness-of-fit than the interference-only model. Although the likeliassessment would require on the order of 10 times the number of tetrads and is beyond the scope of this study. That is, while the two-pathway model is significantly more likely, due to lack of power in goodness-of-fit testing procedures, we have no statistical evidence that either model fails to fit the data. Interference-insensitive crossovers occur less frequently on the NOR-bearing chromosomes: Our previous analysis of crossover interference on chromosomes 1, 3, and 5 in Arabidopsis yielded an estimate of the fraction of crossovers insensitive to interference, p, of 0.2 for each chromosome (Copenhaver et al. 2002) . The current analysis reveals that chromosome 2 and 4 have much smaller values of p, ‫30.0ف‬ and 0.05, respectively, with 95% confidence intervals of (0.003, 0.059) and (0.023, 0.097), respectively. Thus, the distributions of crossovers on small, acrocentric, NOR-bearing chromosomes of Arabidopsis conform more closely to the simple counting model (Foss et al. 1993) than do those on the remaining chromosomes, which are longer, metacentric, and lack NOR regions.
DISCUSSION

Pairing centers and interference:
Pairing is an essential step in organizing and properly distributing homologous chromosomes during meiosis (McKee 2004). Genetic and cytological analyses indicate that pairing is not dependent on the formation of double-strand breaks (DSBs) but that DSB repair by crossing over likely plays a role in stabilizing pairing (Zickler and Kleckner 1999; Cha et al. 2000) . Conversely, homologous meiotic recombination is operationally dependent on some juxtaposition of homologous chromosomes. Homologous chromosome pairing can also be stabilized via specialized pairing centers. In Caenorhabditis elegans each chromosome has a pairing site (McKim et al. 1988) , and pairing centers have been observed in plants as well (Maguire 1986 ). In Drosophila the NOR is a well-characterized pairing site (McKee and Karpen 1990). Indeed, it has been determined that only a few copies of the intergenic spacer regions of the Drosophila rDNA are necessary to mediate chromosome pairing (McKee et al. 1992 ). Similar NOR-driven chromosome pairing has been obare group I organisms lacking synapsis-promoting recombination events (Stahl et al. 2004) , deletion of pairing served in mammals (Stitou et al. 1997) . Given the necessity of homolog pairing, the relationship between centers, such as NORs, decreases crossing over and deters synapsis (Hawley 1980; Villeneuve 1994) . Examipairing and recombination, the ability of NORs to serve as pairing centers, and the interference data presented nation of pairing partner switches in autotetraploid lines suggests that Arabidopsis chromosomes also harbor in this article, it is pertinent to ask if there is a relationship between the presence of an NOR on a chromosome multiple autonomous pairing sites (Santos et al. 2003) . Low frequencies of chromosome 2 and 4 multivalent and the frequency of noninterfering crossovers.
In Arabidopsis, homologous chromosome association formation in autotetraploid lines may indicate the existence of a particularly strong pairing site, perhaps the appears to involve telomeres. FISH analysis of Arabidopsis chromosomes shows that telomeres associate with NOR, that dominates the pairing choice for the length of these chromosomes (Santos et al. 2003) . It is interestthe NOR during premeiotic interphase. That association presumably assists in pairing and is later lost during ing to note that in these studies chromosome 2 exhibits the lowest multivalent frequencies (and therefore the leptotene and replaced with a loose bouquet formation in zygotene (Armstrong et al. 2001) . Whether loose zygomost persistent bivalent pairing), and in our experiments chromosome 2 exhibits the fewest noninterfering tene telomere association is comparable to the strong "classical bouquet" seen in other organisms remains crossovers. These observations suggest that the presence of NOR domains (putative pairing centers) influences unclear. In asy1, an Arabidopsis mutant that abolishes synapsis, the premeiotic NOR-associated telomere clusthe relative frequencies of two distinct classes of crossovers in Arabidopsis. We find this hypothesis particularly tering is maintained. However, because asy1 mutants fail to synapse the chromosome pairs eventually disjoin, interesting since it implies that interference is regulated at a chromosomal level in a manner that reflects chroyielding univalents, including the NOR-bearing chromosomes (Armstrong et al. 2001) . Thus, the NOR remosome architecture. Distribution of interference-sensitive and insensitive gions may be implicated in assisting chromosome organization during meiosis, but more analysis needs to be crossovers: The mathematical model that we used to simulate the distribution of intercrossover distances on done to determine any specific role in pairing.
The shortage of noninterfering crossovers on the the chromosomes of Arabidopsis has two variables: p, which is the portion of interference-insensitive cross-NOR-bearing chromosomes of Arabidopsis can be rationalized in the framework presented in Copenhaver overs out of the total crossover population, and m, which is the obligate number of "failures" between any two et al. (2002) and expanded in Stahl et al. (2004) . By several criteria, Arabidopsis is a "group II" organism, interfering crossovers. As an aside, it should be noted that many other intriguing models of interference have whose chromosome synapsis depends on recombination functions (Grelon et al. 2001) . We postulate that the been proposed (e.g., King and Mortimer 1990; Fujitani et al. 2002; Borner et al. 2004) . The interference crossovers resulting from these presynaptic events are interference free. Events initiated postsynaptically, on parameters for chromosomes 1, 3, and 5 in our previous study varied from 10 to 17, and all estimates in that the other hand, give rise to crossovers that are subject to interference (among each other), presumably accordrange were statistically indistinguishable due to the lack of statistical power of the analysis. The level of interfering to the counting rules of Foss et al. (1993) . Within this framework, the presence of NORs acting as pairing ence for chromosomes 2 and 4 estimated in this study is ‫ف‬m ϭ 9 (Ϯ2). Thus, interference-sensitive crossovers centers on the two short chromosomes reduces the need for the noninterfering crossovers. It is possible that the may be subject to the same intensity of interference (m) on all the Arabidopsis chromosomes. This is striking differentiation from noninterfering to interfering crossovers is controlled by the establishment of synapsis.
given the large difference in the frequencies ( p) of the interference-insensitive crossovers. We propose that this In Drosophila melanogaster and C. elegans, both of which Genomics Initiative, which is supported in part by Lilly Endowment. reflects a fundamental difference in the way that inter- compared to longer chromosomes (Kaback et al. 1999) . 
